[Effect of transcraneal magnetic stimulation on the motor recovery of the thoracic limb in cerebrovascular disease -a systematic review].
There have been studies in which contralesional inhibitory and ipsilesional excitatory transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been used as coadjuvant therapy in the motor rehabilitation of the thoracic limb in patients. However, there is no consensus regarding the stimulation variables or their clinical outcomes. To describe the results of clinical trials where TMS has been applied in rehabilitation in patients with cerebrovascular disease (CVD). A systematic review of the PubMed database was performed. The articles cataloged as originals in English, whose population had limitation of thoracic limb after CVD were selected. Pilot studies, as well as studies in which patients under pharmacological treatment included any intervention other than physical or occupational therapy were excluded. Given their heterogeneity, it was not possible to apply inferential statistics, only descriptive statistics were use. Seven studies were identified; 259 cases with an age of 64.3 ± 4.28 years (range: 35-89 years) were reported. The TMS protocols, for the most part, were performed by contralesional inhibitory type stimulation. There were positive results in five studies. In accordance with the results obtained, we observed that TMS could contribute to the improvement of motor control of the thoracic limb in patients with sequelae due to CVD.